J-Fill™ Dispensing Systems
It’s the one that does it all!
Benefits of J-Fill Dispensing Systems

**Easy to Use**
- Push a button or squeeze a trigger and the J-Fill dispensing system will dispense accurate cleaning solutions with no measuring, mixing or mess.
- Fill buckets, scrubbers or bottles remotely or from a central location accurately & efficiently.

**Reduces Work Place Hazards**
- Spill-Tite™ cartridges leak proof design virtually eliminates chemical exposure.
- Package design allows product only to be dispensed by the dispensing units.

**Accurate & Consistent Dilutions**
- Spill-Tite™ cartridge design virtually eliminates tampering and manually diluting products.
- Metering tip in each bottle cartridge ensures precise dilution and eliminates possibility of tampering with dilution ratios.

**Environmentally Sound & Cost Effective**
- Super and hyper concentrates reduce packaging and solid waste disposal/recycling.
- Requires significantly less storage, handling and packaging cost per diluted litre than conventional packaging.


*Patented leak proof Spill-Tite™ cartridge.*

*Optional flo-thru unit eliminates hot & cold water cross connection.*

*Patented in-cartridge metering for precise metering.*

*Filter valve unit enables easy water hookup and filters unwanted sediment.*

*Check local plumbing regulations for proper installation and back flow protection requirements*
J-Fill QuattroSelect™

The most advanced wall-mounted, locking dispensing system
QuattroSelect dispensing system allows you to choose from four different products with the turn of a dial. Simply select the product you desire, choose one handed low flow bottle fill or point of use bucket activation and dispense ready-to-use solutions into spray bottles, buckets and automatic scrubbers. The lockable cabinet helps eliminate unwanted cartridge removal.

J-Fill J-100™

Single unit dispensing station
The J-100 offers the flexibility of high-flow bucket/scrubber filling or low-flow bottle filling. Features safe chemical management, accurate dilutions and cost savings. Can be joined together to create a multi-unit dispensing system.

J-Fill Hand Held Portfolio

Portable and compact unit for use with multiple products
J-Fill Hand Held Portable consistently delivers accurate dilutions anywhere you need them. Simply select the product you desire, attach the Spill-Tite™ cartridge, hook up to a water supply and press the trigger. Dispenses into bottles, buckets and automatic scrubbers. Can be used with multiple products.
J-Fill | QuattroSelect

The most advanced wall-mounted, locking dispensing system.

QuattroSelect dispensing system allows you to choose from four different products with the turn of a dial. Simply select the product you desire, choose one handed low flow bottle fill or point of use bucket activation and dispense ready-to-use solutions into spray bottles, buckets and automatic scrubbers. The lockable cabinet helps eliminate unwanted cartridge removal.

The well-being of people everywhere depends on a sustainable world. Sealed Air’s Diversey Care Division offers solutions for infection prevention, kitchen hygiene, fabric care, building care and consulting. Our solutions protect brands, deliver efficiency, improve performance for our partners in health care, food service, retail, hospitality and facility services. Our leading expertise integrates product systems, equipment, tools and services into innovative solutions that reduce water and energy usage and increase productivity. By delivering superior results, we help create profitable sustainable enterprises for a cleaner, healthier future.

To learn more, visit www.sealedair.com